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Interseeding with VREDO
101 - Extending production?

“Interseeding as a tool has Does seeding into existing forage have any potential?

been used in Europe
extensively in the last 15
years….”
Freddy Schneider,
Pouce Coupe

How often have you heard the question
can I just seed something into the bare
spots in my field without having to work
the whole thing up.
The short answer is it depends!

PRFA Interseeding
To help answer questions about seeding
into existing stands PRFA has dug into
the “INTERSEEDING” project and
purchased a new piece of equipment to
see what is possible in our region. The
Association ss willing to rent out this
equipment in spring of 2021 in
conjunction with plots, contact Julie
Robinson if you are interested in plots.

Interseeding:
Is the practice of seeding
species into an existing stand
for the purpose of increasing
stand density and recovery of
lost forage yield or quality.
Synonyms: overseeding
Note: Interseeding alfalfa
into alfalfa has reduced likely
hood of success due to allelopathic affect of alfalfa inhibiting future alfalfa seed germination for 1-2 years.

Contacts:
Julie Robinson
250 262 7576
Published by
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For more Forage Facts visit:
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VREDO Basics

Empty weight of the drill is 3108lbs.
Requires a three-point hitch
Min 90 horsepower.
working width of the drill is 2.85m (9’4”)
Transportation widths is 3.00m (9’10”)
Seeder can place the seed at a depth
between 0-0.98 inches
 Seed row spacing is 2.9 inches apart.








The drill is a zero till with the V-shaped
disc that create a slit in the soil. Then the
smooth roller closes the slit by compacting
the ground reducing 90% of soil erosion.
The drill is easy to calibrate by taking the
tray out that is located above the disks and
flipping it over to catch the seed in a pail.
The meter wheel is ground driven and 28
cranks is 1/100 of acre. The drill can seed
from 2 to 30 lb/ac, there does seem to be
some limitation with low seeding rates of
straight timothy.
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Above:: Drill from the front, note the 3 point hitch.
Above: The yellow arrow points o the removable calibration tray.
The blue arrow points to the metering wheel. This wheel needs
firm ground in order to drive the seed meter consistently, so this
drill will not work on tilled land.
Left: Electrical plug in that connects
for transport lights
Below Right: The tank agitator in the
seed box, that turns as the drill meter
turns helping with seeding of larger
seeds like
brome.

Above Left: Course calibration adjusted
on seed size and seeding rate there
are four different settings.
Above Right: image of the fine calibration, the two wing nuts loosen and the
black handle can be moved to adjust
the metering.

Note: Drill box needs 20
lbs to cover all sections
for consistent metering.
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